In the modern intensive care unit (ICU) 
Introduction
The modern intensive care unit (ICU) has an impressive array of biomedical sensors and monitoring systems to help clinicians assess the physiologic state of acutely-ill patients. These measurements vary in terms of their invasiveness, frequency by which they are measured (seconds to days), costs, measurement protocol simplicity, and measurement reliability. 
Creation of the Test and Training Sets
As was mentioned, lab values are often missing. So, in order to create a test and training set, we took vectors only at times where a full complement of lab values was present. In MIMIC 11, this left us with 906 patients. We then split the patients up into 80% to be used as a training set, and 20% to be used as a test set. We randomly performed this split 10 times to ensure that the results reflected the database well and did not amplify the results for anomalous situations from a small number of patients.
Algorithms
In the dropout model that we selected, we remove from 1 to 8 dimensions from the test set data. In a Monte Carlo fashion, we randomly select which of the 16 dimensions to remove 100 times for each number of missing dimensions. This ensures that the results are not dependent on random selections of data points and are reflective of the performance on the entire MIMIC I1 database.
In mean imputation, we simply calculate the dimension mean from the training set and replace all the missing values in the test set with their corresponding training set mean. Novel Approach -Weighted KNN Our novel approach seeks to add to the standard K" method by proposing that the calculation for how close a vector is to this vector should not be equally based on all of the present dimensions. For example, if pH is highly correlated with a missing dimension, such as PaC02, we weigh the pH dimension higher in the distance between two vectors, U ] and u2, Therefore, in our distance metric, when imputing a missing dimension, m, we weight each dimension i by the respective correlation coefficient, pim. Thus, our distance metric D(ul,v2) for N-dimensional vectors is given by the following equation:
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where qm is proportional to pim and inversely proportional to the variance of the dimension i, oi2. A second addition to the standard KNN algorithm is the use of a weighting on how much a vector can contribute to the imputation based on how close it is to the vector we are trying to impute. The weighting that we are using for this is (1/D(vl,v2) )2. The main advantage to using this weighting is that it reduces the dependence on the selection of K by making very dissimilar vectors contribute much less to the imputation.
Results
Evaluation Criteria
In order to evaluate our results, we are using normalized mean absolute error. For the trials with multiple missing dimensions, we average this over all these missing dimensions. dimensions. We see that the average normalized error using mean imputation is .75. On this data, PCA imputation does only marginally better than imputing mean values. KNN also consistently does slightly better than mean imputation, but the gain is still minimal.
Average Performance of Techniques
Rather than a mean normalized error of -75, the error is around .72. The most significant feature in this comparison of imputation methods is how the performance of all methods other than Weighted-K" is relatively constant over the number of imputed dimensions. The fact that the performance is less related to the number of missing dimensions indicates that these methods are not using the information contained in the present dimensions to impute the missing dimensions. This is the main motivation behind the weighting we have chosen for our algorithm.
Differences between Imputed Dimensions
Since we are exploiting correlations between different dimensions in our Weighted-KNN distance metric, we expect that we will achieve better performance on the dimensions that exhibit high correlations with each other. This difference will be more peaked in the case where we drop out one dimension at a time and see how we11 the algorithm can estimate the missing dimension from the remaining dimensions. For example, note in figure 2 that red blood cells (RBC), hemagIobin, and hematocrit (dimensions 6 , l l ,and 12) jointly have high correlation coefficients (a11 above ,851. This contributes to the algorithm's ability to effectively estimate these values. Figure 3 
4.
Discussion and conclusions
The W -K " algorithm was demonstrated to have superior results over severai established imputation techniques. Further research is possible for improving the W -K " algorithm. One might be able to factor in therapeutic knowledge into a distance metric. For example, if a particular patient is receiving a potassiumwasting diuretic, the relationship between potassium and other lab values may differ in comparison to the overall patient population. Thus, a framework that factored such information into imputation decision rules may have improved performance over techniques that ignore such knowledge. 
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